GO FURTHER. GO FASTER.
GO TrakSYS.
TM

TrakSYS
OVERVIEW
TrakSYS is a proven manufacturing operations management
software with thousands of deployments in over 100 countries,
and in a variety of industries — including pharmaceutical, medical
device, food & beverage, packaged goods, and more.
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MANUFACTURING IS COMPLEX.
YOUR SOFTWARE SHOULDN’T BE.

The availability of accurate, timely, and actionable enterprise-wide
information is critical to improving your overall manufacturing
performance. You need to gather critical operations data from
your machines and people, and use insights gleaned from
those data to help you run more profitably. But manufacturing
execution software historically has been far from ideal: difficult
to deploy, challenging to use, and too focused on production
equipment rather than helping you manage your operations.

Welcome to a whole new world. TrakSYS is a powerful and proven
manufacturing operations management software platform that sits at the
heart of your manufacturing operation, tirelessly collecting, analyzing, and
reporting — so you can see more, know more, and do more.
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ONE PL ATFORM.
MANY SOLUTIONS.
TrakSYS is a unified platform with multiple fully-integrated features.
This makes a big difference in how effectively, quickly, and economically
solutions can be created, deployed, and maintained. You simply activate a
combination of the standard features to deliver specific solutions.
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PERFORMANCE
SCHEDULING
BATCH PROCESSING

ENERGY
QUALITY

E-RECORDS

INVENTORY

LABOR

MAINTENANCE
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SOF TWARE IS ONLY AS GOOD
AS YOUR ABILITY TO USE IT

QUALITY

PERFORMANCE

E-RECORDS

With TrakSYS, you can manage all

Track your performance with real-

Streamline operations and comply

essential elements of quality such

time dashboards, reports, and

with the electronic recordkeeping

as SOPs, tasks, accountability,

analytics to quickly and effectively

requirements of 21 CFR Part 11 and

traceability, audit trail, and analysis.

make measurable improvement.

other regulations using TrakSYS.

Deployment Options
We give you choices: deployment at an individual factory,
or at your data center for single or multiple factories.
Cloud-based options are also available.
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TrakSYS has been designed to work the way you work: fast, flexible, and focused on solving specific business
challenges. Start with one of our pre-configured solutions, or create your own using the powerful, web-based
configuration tools within TrakSYS. Solutions you can deploy using the TrakSYS platform include:

Inventory

Maintenance

TrakSYS allows you to create a complete traceability

By creating an overview of equipment faults,

solution. Manage the flow of materials throughout

their frequencies, and root causes; TrakSYS helps

the value chain by date, batch, supplier, and more.

manage maintenance activities and intervals.

Batch Processing

Energy & Sustainability

The integrated functionality built into TrakSYS makes

TrakSYS measures energy usage in real time and

it possible to manage SOPs, tasks, recipes, versions,

combines the data with operating conditions, asset

assets, materials, and labor.

performance, and targets for optimal productivity.

Scheduling

Labor

TrakSYS has a robust infrastructure for planning,

To optimize allocation of human resources, TrakSYS

managing, sorting, and executing jobs. Jobs can be

helps you assess the impact of personnel on quality,

created directly or downloaded from your ERP.

compliance, productivity, and schedule attainment.

On-Site

Data Center

Deploying TrakSYS on your premises gives you great
control over all aspects of the system: ease of access,
administration, maintenance, and independence.

Deploying TrakSYS in a data center offers several
advantages: efficiency, economy, leveraging of resources,
standardization, and central governance.
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DESIGNED TO WORK SIMPLY.
AND TO SIMPLY WORK.
You want software that helps you do more with less.
Less time. Less cost. Less hassle.
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TrakSYS is designed to make managing the manufacturing operations as simple as possible. Extensive out-of-thebox functionality ensures this. Regardless of infrastructure — whether your factory has one line or 100, uses manual
or automated production processes — you’ll be on your way to measurable improvement.

SPEND LESS,

LEVERAGE YOUR

RESPONSIVE WEB

GET MORE

OTHER ASSETS

INTERFACE

Be up and running quickly. Outof-the-box functionality for key
solutions: OEE, SPC, e-Records,
and more.

ERP. SCADA. PLC. IoT. TrakSYS
integrates with your existing
infrastructure to provide a
complete picture.

TrakSYS utilizes the latest web
platforms: HTML5, jQuery,
Bootstrap, backbone, signalR,
and more.

CREATE, CONFIGURE,

SINGLE

CUSTOMIZE

SIGN-ON

Tailor TrakSYS for your needs using
built-in code-free configuration tools,
or extend the solution using the
standard .NET framework.

TrakSYS provides advanced user
authentication for effective access
rights management and security by
definable roles and responsibilities.
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SERVICES: IMPLEMENTATION, MENTORING, TRAINING,
AND (OF COURSE) SUPPORT
At Parsec we’re on a mission to help make your manufacturing operations as
simple as possible by giving you greater visibility, knowledge, and control. To do
this we combine our TrakSYS software platform — an integrated set of applications
designed to effectively manage manufacturing operations — with our extensive
experience in manufacturing IT, Lean methodology, and solution delivery.
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Implementation
Together with our global network of certified implementation partners, we
provide expert professional services that will help you to quickly realize
benefits from your investment in TrakSYS.

Mentoring
Through Mentoring Services, our experienced consultants are available to
work with you to help accomplish your objectives. Mentoring Services can also
be used for evaluation and pilot or proof-of-concept projects.

Training
Elevate your team’s capabilities by investing in your employees through our
training and allow your best ideas to emerge. Give the people who know your
process best the knowledge to apply TrakSYS to your specific needs.

Support
Parsec technical support services are provided by a team of uniquely qualified
engineers with deep expertise in configuration and deployment of TrakSYS.
Exemplary support extends the value of TrakSYS to your business.
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Since 1987 we’ve been working with the world’s top manufacturing companies.
Our proven TrakSYS platform is in use at thousands of sites in over 100 countries
in a variety of industries, including pharmaceutical, medical device, food &
beverage, packaged goods, automotive, and more.
To learn more about how TrakSYS can help make management of your
manufacturing operation as simple as possible, visit us online or call us today.
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Address

Phone

Email

180 N Riverview, No. 300

+1 714 996 5302

info@parsec-corp.com

Anaheim, CA 92808

Fax

Website

United States

+1 714 996 1845

www.parsec-corp.com

